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EGR-VGT Control and Tuning for Pumping Work
Minimization and Emission Control
Johan Wahlström, Lars Eriksson, and Lars Nielsen
Abstract—A control structure is proposed and investigated for
coordinated control of exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) valve
and variable geometry turbochargers (VGT) position in heavy
duty diesel engines. Main control goals are to fulfill the legislated
emission levels, to reduce the fuel consumption, and to fulfill safe
operation of the turbocharger. These goals are achieved through
, and intake manregulation of normalized oxygen/fuel ratio,
ifold EGR-fraction. These are chosen both as main performance
variables and feedback variables since they contain information
about when it is possible to decrease the fuel consumption by
minimizing the pumping work. Based on this a novel and simple
pumping work minimization strategy is developed. The proposed
performance variables are also strongly coupled to the emissions
which makes it easier to adjust set-points, e.g., depending on
measured emissions during an emission calibration process, since
it is more straightforward than control of manifold pressure and
air mass flow. Further, internally the controller is structured
to handle the different control objectives. Controller tuning is
important for performance but can be time consuming so the
controller objectives are captured in a cost function, which makes
automatic tuning possible even though objectives are conflicting.
Performance tradeoffs are necessary and are illustrated on the
European Transient Cycle. The controller is validated in an
engine test cell, where it is experimentally demonstrated that the
controller achieves all the control objectives and that the current
production controller has at least 26% higher pumping losses
compared to the proposed controller.
Index Terms—Diesel engine modeling, exhaust gas recirculation
(EGR)-fraction, engine control, oxygen/fuel ratio, proportional–integral–derivative (PID).

I. INTRODUCTION
EGISLATED emission limits for heavy duty trucks are
constantly reduced while at the same time there is a significant drive for good fuel economy. To fulfill the requirements,
technologies like exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) systems and
variable geometry turbochargers (VGT) have been introduced.
The primary emission reduction mechanisms utilized are that
can be reduced by increasing the intake manifold EGRfraction and smoke can be reduced by increasing the air/fuel
ratio [1]. However the EGR fraction and air/fuel ratio depend in
complicated ways on the EGR and VGT actuation and it is therefore necessary to have coordinated control of the EGR and VGT
to reach the legislated emission limits. Various approaches have
been published, and an overview of different control aspects is
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given in [2]. A multi-variable controller is presented in [3], some
approaches that differ in the selection of performance variables
are compared in [4], and in [5] decoupling control is investigated. Other control approaches are described in [6]–[12].
This paper presents the scientifically interesting results from
an academic and industrial collaboration where a structure
for coordinated EGR and VGT control was developed and
investigated. The structure provides a convenient way for
handling emission requirements and introduces a novel and
straightforward approach for optimizing the engine efficiency
by minimizing pumping work. Added to that, the paper covers
requirements regarding additional control objectives, interfaces
between inner and outer loops, and calibration that have been
important for a successful industrial validation and application.
The paper includes modeling, system analysis, systematic control design, tuning, simulations, and experimental validations.
II. PROPOSED CONTROL APPROACH
To deliver low fuel consumption and fast response to the
driver’s command while fulfilling the emission requirements are
the goals for engine control. The control of EGR and VGT for
emission abatement is considered first, and then the other goals
are considered as they are also important for a successful application. The selection of performance and feedback variables is
an important first step [13], and for emission control it should
be noted that exhaust gases, present in the intake from EGR,
also contain oxygen. This makes it more suitable to define and
use the oxygen/fuel ratio instead of the traditional air/fuel ratio.
The main motive is that it is the oxygen content that is crucial for
smoke generation, and the idea is to use the oxygen content of
the cylinder instead of air mass flow, see, e.g., [14]. The exact
is given by
definition of the normalized oxygen/fuel ratio
and oxygen/fuel
(16) in Section III. Thus, EGR-fraction
ratio
are a natural selection for performance variables as
they are directly related to the emissions. These performance
variables are equivalent to cylinder air/fuel ratio and burned gas
ratio which are a frequent choice for performance variables in
many papers [3], [4], [11], [12].
The choice of feedback variables defines the overall controller structure, and the most common choice in the literature
are compressor air mass flow and intake manifold pressure [4],
[5], [9], [10], [12]. Other choices are intake manifold pressure
and EGR-fraction [4], exhaust manifold pressure and compressor air mass flow [3], intake manifold pressure and EGR
flow [15], intake manifold pressure and cylinder air mass-flow
[6], or compressor air mass flow and EGR flow [8]. Based on
and
are here used
the close relation to the emissions,
also as feedback variables. Simulations are presented in [11],
but to our knowledge our work is the first that have utilized and
verified this choice of feedback variables experimentally.
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Fig. 1. Cascade control structure, with an inner loop where EGR and VGT actuators are controlled using the main performance variables EGR fraction x and
oxygen/fuel ratio  . This sketch is a simplified illustration of the main idea that will be completed in Section V to also include fuel control and turbo protection.

A. Advantages of This Choice
There are three main advantages with the choice of EGRand oxygen/fuel ratio
as both performance and
fraction
feedback variables.
The first advantage is that these variables provide direct information about when it is possible/allowed to minimize the
pumping work, compared to, e.g., manifold pressure and air
mass flow. To facilitate improved fuel economy the proposed
control structure also has a novel and simple mechanism for
optimizing the fuel consumption by minimizing the pumping
is allowed and there is thus
work. In diesel engines a large
is greater than its set-point,
an extra degree of freedom, when
that can be used to minimize the pumping work. Pumping minimization is an important feature, however the performance variand
are always controlled as they are the major
ables
variables in the controller.
The second advantage is as mentioned above that these variables are strongly connected to the emissions and gives a natural
separation within the engine management system. The performance variables are handled in a fast inner loop, whereas tradeoffs between, e.g., emissions and response time for different operating conditions are made in an outer loop. The idea with two
loops is depicted in Fig. 1.
The third follows from the second in that it fits well into industry’s engineering process where the inner control loops are
first tuned for performance. Then the total system is calibrated
to get stable combustion and to meet the emission limits by
adjusting set-points for different operating conditions, different
hardware configurations, and different legislative requirements
depending on the measured emissions during the emission calibration process.
nor
are measured and have to be
Normally, neither
estimated using observers. The observer design is important, but
it is not the focus in this paper. Here it is assumed that an observer exist similar to that in [11]. This means that the known
issues about oxygen estimation are handled and in the experiments such an observer of industrial production type is available and used. Engines could in the future be equipped with a
, and if so, then nothing has to be changed in the
sensor for
proposed controller structure, which is an additional advantage.

B. Control Objectives
and
it is also necessary to
In addition to control of
have load control, since the driver’s demand must be actuated.
This is achieved through basic fuel control using feedforward.
Furthermore it is also important to monitor and control turbocharger speed since aggressive transients can cause damage
through over-speeding.
,
The primary variables to be controlled are engine torque
normalized oxygen/fuel ratio , intake manifold EGR-fraction
, and turbocharger speed . The goal is to follow a driving
cycle while maintaining low emissions, low fuel consumption,
and suitable turbocharger speeds, which together with the discussion above gives the following control objectives for the performance variables.
should be greater than a soft limit, a set-point
,
1)
which enables a tradeoff between emission, fuel consumption, and response time.
is not allowed to go below a hard minimum limit
2)
, otherwise there will be too much smoke.
is
.
always smaller than
should follow its set-point
. There will be
3)
more
if the EGR-fraction is too low and there will
be more smoke if the EGR-fraction is too high.
, should follow the set-point
4) The engine torque,
from the drivers demand.
5) The turbocharger speed, , is not allowed to exceed a max, preventing turbocharger damage.
imum limit
, should be minimized in order to
6) The pumping losses,
decrease the fuel consumption.
The aim is now to develop a control structure that achieves all
these control objectives when the set-points for EGR-fraction
and engine torque are reachable.
III. DIESEL ENGINE MODEL
A diesel engine model is used to capture and give insight
into the important system properties and also used in simulations for tuning and validation of the developed controller structure. The model is focused on the gas flows, see Fig. 2, and has
and
seven states: intake and exhaust manifold pressures (
), oxygen mass fraction in the intake and exhaust manifold
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Fig. 2. Sketch of the diesel engine model used for simulation, control design, and tuning. It has five main states related to the engine (p
and ! ) and two states for actuator dynamics (u
~ and u
~ ).

,p

,X

,X

,

(
and
), turbocharger speed
, and two states describing the actuator dynamics for the two control signals (
and
). These states are collected in a state vector

(5)

(1)

(6)
Actuator dynamics and turbo speed

There are no state equations for the manifold temperatures.
The reason is that the pressures and the turbocharger speed
govern the system properties in Section IV, while the temperature states have only minor effects on these system properties.
It is important that the model can be utilized both for different
vehicles having the same engine but different driveline parameters and for engine testing, calibration, and certification in an
engine test cell. In many of these situations the engine operation is defined by the rotational speed , for example given as a
drivecycle, and therefore it is natural to parameterize the model
using engine speed. The resulting model is thus expressed in
state space form as

(7)
Cylinder
(8)
(9)

(2)
where the engine speed
is considered as an input to the
model, and is the control input vector

(10)
EGR-valve

(3)
which contains mass of injected fuel , EGR-valve position
, and VGT actuator position
. The EGR-valve is closed
and open when
. The VGT
when
is closed when
and open when
.
The model is a mean value engine model [16], and the equations are given below. A detailed description and derivation of
the model is given in [17] together with a tuning methodology,
a validation against test cell measurements, and a description of
the nomenclature. The derivatives of the state variables are given
by (4)–(7) where the right-hand sides are given by (8)–(15). The
performance variables are defined by (16) and (17).
Manifolds

(11)
Turbine
(12)
(13)
Compressor
(14)
(15)
Performance variables

(4)

(16)
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(17)
(18)
(19)

IV. SYSTEM PROPERTIES
An analysis of the behavior and characteristics of the system
gives valuable insight into the control problem and is important
for a successful design of the control structure (see for example
[18]). An extensive system analysis has been performed and is
given in [19]. The main results are summarized below and in
Section IV-A the pumping losses are analyzed to give insight
into how to handle objective 6 in Section II-B.
Model responses to steps in VGT position and EGR-valve
has non-minimum phase behaviors, overshoots,
show that
and sign reversals (this is well known and shown in [18]). The
fundamental physical explanation of these system properties is
that the system consists of two dynamic effects that interact: a
fast pressure dynamics in the manifolds and a slow turbocharger
dynamics. These two dynamic effects often work against each
other and change in size which results in the system properties
above. The precise condition for the sign reversal is due to a
complex interaction between flows, temperatures, and pressures
in the entire engine [19].
Both the non-minimum phase behavior and the sign reversal
occur in operating points where
in the channel
the engine frequently operates. Therefore, these two properties must be considered in the control design (this will be disboth
cussed in Section V-B). For the other channel
the non-minimum phase behavior and the sign reversal only
, pumping loss
, and turoccur in operating points where
bocharger speed are high. Consequently, there are significant
drawbacks when operating in these operating points. Therefore,
the control structure should be designed so that these operating
points are avoided (see Section V-B).
has a positive DC-gain. The channel
The channel
has a negative DC-gain, except for a sign reversal
that occur in a small operating region with low torque, low to
medium engine speed, half to fully open EGR-valve, and half
to fully open VGT.
Linearized diesel engine models are analyzed over the entire
operating region in [19] showing that these models have a zero
in the right half plane and are therefore non-minimum phase.
Further, the relative gain array is analyzed for these models in
[19] showing that the best input-output pairing for SISO conand
in the regions where the
trollers is
engine frequently operates.
A. Pumping Losses in Steady State
A mapping of the pumping losses in steady state, is shown
in Fig. 3, covering the entire operating region (at 20 different
points, 20 different
points, 3 different
points, and
points). It gives insight into how to achieve the
3 different
pumping work minimization in the control structure. Fig. 3
decrease with
shows that the pumping losses

increasing EGR-valve and VGT openings except in a small
operating region with low torque, low engine speed, half to
fully open EGR-valve, and half to fully open VGT, where there
is a sign reversal in the gain from VGT to pumping losses.
In Section V-E the resulting control behavior in this corner is
discussed.
V. CONTROL STRUCTURE
,
,
The control design objective is to coordinate
in order to achieve the control objectives stated in
and
Section II-B. The diesel engine is a nonlinear and coupled
system and one could consider using a multivariable nonlinear
controller. However, based on the system analysis in the previous section, it is possible to build a controller structure using
min/max-selectors and SISO controllers for EGR and VGT
control, and to use feedforward for fuel control. As will be
shown, this can be done systematically by mapping each loop
in (24) and (25) to the control objectives via system analysis.
The resulting structure of loops is the main result together
with the rationale for it, but within the structure (24) and (25)
different SISO controllers could be used. However, throughout
the presentation PID controllers will be used. The foremost
reasons are that all control objectives will be shown to be met
and that PID controllers are widely accepted by industry.
The solution is presented step by step in the following sections, but a MATLAB/SIMULINK schematic of the full control
structure is shown in Fig. 4, where all signals and the fuel controller are included together with the EGR and VGT controller
depicted in Fig. 1.
A. Signals, Set-Points, and a Limit
The signals needed for the controller are assumed to be either
measured or estimated using observers. The measured signals
are engine speed
, intake and exhaust manifold pressure
, and turbocharger speed
. The observed signals
, oxygen mass fraction
are the mass flow into the engine
,
and
. All these signals can be seen in the block
“Signals” in Fig. 4.
The set-points and the limit needed for the controller (see
Fig. 4) vary with operation conditions during driving. These
signals are provided by an engine and emission management
system as depicted in Fig. 1. The limit and the set-points are
obtained from measurements and tuned to achieve stable combustion and the legislated emissions requirements. They are then
represented as lookup tables being functions of operating conditions.
B. Main Feedback Loops
The starting point for the design is the structure in Fig. 1 in
Section II. In the presentation to follow the resulting choice [see
(20) and (21)] is presented first and then the analysis that motivates it is given. The main loops are
(20)
(21)
where
and
. These
two main feedback loops are selected to handle items 1 and 3 of
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Fig. 3. Contour plots of p
p [bar] in steady-state at 3 different n and 3 different u , showing that p
VGT opening, except in the left bottom plot where there is a sign reversal in the gain from u
to p
p

the control objectives stated in Section II-B. In the first loop
is controlled to a set-point
with the control signal
and in the second loop intake manifold EGR-fraction,
, is
, with the control signal
.
controlled to its set-point,
The PID controllers have a minus sign since the corresponding
channels have negative DC-gains in almost the entire operating
region (see Section IV).
The rationale behind the choice of the two main feedback
loops are as follows. Relating to the system properties in
Section IV, both actuators could straightforwardly be chosen
for control of the EGR-fraction. However, for both actuators
performance variable requires care, and the proposed
the
choice of main control loops relies on the following facts.
to
has a sign reversal and
First, the channel from
a non-minimum phase behavior (see Section IV), that are
is used
avoided in the proposed structure (20) because
to control
. Second, also the channel from
to
has
a sign reversal and a non-minimum phase behavior in some
few operating points where the EGR-valve is closed to half
open (see Section IV). However, in all these operating points
is much larger than its set-point
which makes the
EGR-valve to open up [according to (20)]. Consequently, the
system will leave these operating points, and the influence of
the non-minimum phase behavior and the sign reversal thus
only have effects in transients passing these operating points.
Another reason for the choice of the main control loops are
that more undershoots in
will appear if the main control
loops are switched. In such a case a system analysis shows that

0

0p

decreases with increasing EGR-valve and

.

, coupled to a load increase, will cause a
the fast decrease in
closing of the VGT before a closing of the EGR-valve, leading
to an increase in the EGR mass flow and therefore an unnecesin the beginning of the transient (see [20]
sary decrease in
for more details). Further, an analysis of the relative gain array
supports the proposed input-output pairing for the main control
loops according to Section IV.
C. Additional Feedback Loops
In order to achieve the control objectives 3 and 5 stated in
Section II-B, two additional feedback loops are added to the
main control loops (20) and (21). Also in this section, the equations are stated first, and then the reasons are given. Two loops
are added according to
(22)
(23)
. Note that there is no minus sign for
since the corresponding channel has positive DC-gain.
All other channels have negative DC-gain in almost the entire
operating region (see Section IV). All the PID controllers have
benefits from a derivative part in
integral action, and
order to predict high turbocharger speeds. The channel
also has a large time constant, but there is a lower demand
compared to
, and
on the band width for
does not need a derivative part. None
consequently
of the other PID controllers need a derivative part [20].
where
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Fig. 4. Proposed control structure, as MATLAB/SIMULINK block diagram, showing; a limit, set-points, measured and observed signals, fuel control with smoke
limiter, together with the controllers for EGR and VGT.

The additional feedback loops in the structure (22) and (23),
are motivated as follows. In operating points with low engine
torque there is too much EGR, although the VGT is fully open.
To achieve control objective 3 also for these operating points, a
is obtainable by closing the EGR-valve
lower EGR-fraction
using
in (22). The appropriate value for
is then the smallest value of the outputs from the two different
PID controllers, i.e., the more closed EGR setting is used. In
is set larger than
order to get a simple control structure,
and
so that
zero in operating points where
in (23) closes the VGT in order to increase
.
In this specific situation, a larger
gives a faster VGT
closing.
To achieve control objective 5 and avoid over-speeding of
the turbo, the VGT is also influenced by the turbine speed
in (23). In this case
is controlled with
to a set-point
which has a value slightly lower than the maximum limit
in order to avoid that overshoots shall exceed
.
The appropriate value for
is then the largest value of the
outputs from the two different controllers, which means that the
VGT is opened up, thereby decreasing the input torque to the
turbocharger, and thereby keeping its speed within limits.
D. Minimizing Pumping Work
The control structure (22) and (23) is not guaranteed to minimize the pumping work. This can be understood from the model
equations as follows. It is clear from (11) that a given flow
can be achieved for different combinations of flow area
and
. The key observation is that there are many combinations of the flow area and
pressure loss that can give the same flow, and consequently there
and
that can give the same
in cases when
are many
. Thus in some cases when
both

and

are governed by
. In stationary conditions, when
and
in (22) and (23) have converged,
the controller fulfills the control objectives but the EGR-valve
and VGT are not guaranteed to minimize the pumping work.
To achieve control objective 6, i.e., to minimize the pumping
work, two additional control modes are added to the control
structure (22) and (23) according to
if
else
if

(24)

else.
(25)
is calculated using a minimum selector
In this structure
, compared to (22) that always has a
only when
minimum selector. This subtle difference results in minimized
pumping work in stationary points by striving to open the actuators as much as possible. Looking at the pumping work minimization in more detail the important controller action is cou, and in particular the operating conditions where
pled to
. For these
there is a degree of freedom, i.e., when
conditions there are now two cases. In the first case the proby opening the EGR-valve,
posed controller strives to reduce
, this action
through the second row in (24). To maintain
also forces the VGT to be opened as much as possible. Either
is reached or
saturates at fully open, due to
the integral action. In the other case, coupled to the first rows
in (24) and (25), the VGT is fully open and it is necessary to
by closing the EGR-valve to reach
. In both
reduce
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cases the actuators are thus opened as much as possible while
achieving control objectives 1 and 3.
From the physics we know that opening a valve reduces
the pressure differences over the corresponding restriction, in
particular (11) results in a lower pressure loss and minimized
pumping work (17). Therefore control objective 6 is achieved
through the mechanism that was explained above and that
opens the EGR-valve and VGT. These properties are also
confirmed in Fig. 3, which shows that the lowest pumping
work is achieved when the EGR-valve and VGT are opened
as much as possible while keeping the control objectives. The
only exceptions are in operating points with low torque, low
engine speed, half to fully open EGR-valve, and half to fully
open VGT. In these operating points there is a sign reversal in
the gain from VGT to pumping work. However, the proposed
control structure is not extended to handle this sign reversal,
since the maximum profit according to simulations would only
be 2.5 mBar, which is an insignificant value.
In case 1 in (25) the VGT is locked to fully open (the value
in order to avoid oscillations between
100) until
case 1 and 2 in (24).
Simulations have been performed, under the same conditions
as in [21], and they show that the proposed control structure (24)
and (25) reduces the pumping work with 66% compared to the
control structure (22) and (23). However, when considering the
modeling and measurements errors the reduction is calculated to
be at least 56%, and this leads to a reduction in fuel consumption
with 4%.

F. Feedforward Fuel Control
Engine torque control, control objective 4, is achieved by
by utilizing the torque
feedforward from the set-point
according to
model and calculating the set-point value for

which is obtained by solving from (17)–(19). This control is
implemented in the block “Delta feedforward” in Fig. 4.
to go below its hard limit
Aggressive transients can cause
resulting in exhaust smoke. The PID controller in the
main loop (20) is not designed to handle this problem. To handle
control objective 2, a smoke limiter is used which calculates the
maximum value of . The calculation is based on engine speed
, mass flow into the engine
, oxygen mass fraction
and lower limit of oxygen/fuel ratio

implemented in the block “Smoke limiter” in Fig. 4.
Combining these two the final fuel control command is
(26)
which concludes the description and the motivation of the control structure in Fig. 4.

E. Effect of Sign Reversal in VGT to EGR-Fraction
The system properties in Section IV show that the DC-gain
from
to
has a sign reversal in a small operating region,
and an important question is what effect this sign reversal has on
the control performance. This sign reversal occurs in operating
points with half to fully open EGR-valve and half to fully open
is much larger than its
VGT and in these operating points
which makes the EGR-valve to be fully open
set-point
[according to case 2 in (24)]. If
and
if
in the beginning of a transient the VGT position
decreases until
(according to
in
(25)), consequently, the system will leave the operating region
and
in the
with reversed sign. If
beginning of a transient the VGT position increases until it is fully
in (24) becomes active and closes the
open and then
. Consequently, the system can
EGR-valve until
not get caught in the operating region with reversed sign while
in (25) is active, i.e., the system can not get caught in
an unstable mode. However, the effect of this sign reversal is that
there exist two sets of solutions for the EGR-valve and the VGTdepending on if
position for the same value of
or if
in the beginning of a transient.
However, the proposed control structure is not extended to handle
this sign reversal, since the maximum profit in pumping work
would only be 2.5 mBar, which is the same value as the maximum
profit in the previous section due to that the sign reversal in VGT
to EGR-fraction occurs partly in the same operating points as the
sign reversal in VGT to pumping work.
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VI. AUTOMATIC CONTROLLER TUNING
In the proposed structure there are four PID controllers that
need tuning. There are conflicting goals as it is not possible to
get both good transient response and good EGR tracking at the
same time so tradeoffs have to be made. This can be a cumbersome work and therefore an efficient and systematic method has
been developed. As a result the following nonlinear least squares
problem is formulated
s.t.
where

(27)

is the parameter vector
(28)

,
, and
are the control parameters for the PID
where
controllers that have the following parameterization:

(29)
where the index is the number of the different PID controllers
in (24) and (25). The PID controllers are implemented in incremental form which leads to anti-windup and bump-less transfer
between the different control modes [22].
The control objectives in Section II-B and the system properties in Section IV are mapped to a quadratic performance mea-
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sure, where each term reflects either control objectives or actuator stress. The motivation for each term is given below, and the
cost function is calculated as

(30)
where is the time at sample number . All terms in (30) are
normalized to get the same order of magnitude for the five terms,
and this means that the weighting factors have an order of magand
.
nitude as
These terms have been derived by analyzing the control objectives and system properties, and the connections and motives
for them are given in the following paragraphs. Objectives 2 and
6 are fulfilled directly as they are built into the structure in terms
of the smoke limiter and the pumping work minimization presented in Section V.
Term 1: This term is the most intricate one and it is coupled
to objectives 1 and 4 and they are in their turn related to each
other through the system properties. They are related since a
good transient response, especially during tip-in maneuvers, is
connected to availability of oxygen and thus a fast -controller
will give good transient response.
A further motivation for choosing to minimize engine torque
comes from the fact that negadeficiency,
are allowed, and it is positive
tive values of
values that have to be decreased. Now noting that torque deficiency occurs when the smoke limiter in Section V-F restricts
(see Fig. 5
the amount of fuel injected, i.e., when
a positive
between 309 and 313 s). Since
exists when torque deficiency occurs.
directly but such a choice
One could also consider using
is not sufficiently sensitive during transients where there is a
will be limited to
need for air. Due to the smoke limiter,
the difference
when the smoke limiter is active
during
and this does not reflect the actual demand for air and
transients. Thus the torque deficiency is selected as performance
measure.
Term 2: This term is directly coupled to objective 3 and
.
strives to minimize the EGR error
Terms 3 and 4: These terms are coupled to the general issue
of avoiding actuator stress, e.g., oscillatory behavior in the
EGR valve or in the VGT control signals. The terms have equal
weight since the control signals are of the same magnitude.
Term 5: This term is a direct consequence of objective 5 and
avoids that the turbocharger speed exceeds its maximum limit.
, to capture that this is a safety
A high penalty is used,
critical control loop.
To solve (27), a transient selection method and a solver for
the optimization problem has been developed in [23]. As a result

Fig. 5. Comparison between two simulations of the control system using two
and
and the second
sets of weighting factors. The first set is
set is
= and
= . The latter set of weighting factors gives
less torque deficiency but more EGR error and more pumping losses compared
to the first set of weighting factors.

=32

=12

=1

=1

computational time is reduced from 30 to 3 hours when using
only the selected transients instead of a full ETC cycle.
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In summary all control objectives are considered and handled
in the tuning. Furthermore, the difficulty of tuning of the individual controllers, related to the tradeoff between transient reand EGR errors, is efficiently handled by the two
sponse
and
, as illustrated in Section VII-A.
weighting factors
VII. EUROPEAN TRANSIENT CYCLE SIMULATIONS
The control tuning method is illustrated and applied, and a
simulation study is performed on the European Transient Cycle
(ETC). The cycle consists of three parts representing different
driving conditions: urban (0–600 s), rural (600–1200 s), and
highway (1200–1800 s) driving.
The closed-loop system, consisting of the model in Section III
and the proposed control structure in Section V (depicted in
Fig. 4), is simulated in MATLAB/SIMULINK. The set points for
and
are authentic recordings that have been provided
by industry. A remark is that an observer is not used in the simulations. Instead a low pass filter, with the time constant 0.02
s, is used to model the observer dynamics for all variables assumed to come from an observer. This is done in the block “Signals” in Fig. 4. The different signals in the cost function (30) are
calculated by simulating the complete system and sampling the
signals with a frequency of 100 Hz.
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the following way. Between 305 and 308 s the engine torque is
, an open EGR-valve, and that the
low which leads to a high
VGT position controls the EGR-fraction so that the EGR error
is low. Thereafter, an increase in engine torque at 308 s leads
and therefore a closing of the EGR-valve.
to a decrease in
is increased from 1 to 3 which
This closing is faster if
leads to a lower EGR-fraction (i.e., more EGR error), a more
closed VGT position, a faster increase in turbocharger speed,
and consequently a lower torque deficiency. Note that the torque
deficiency and the EGR error can not be low at the same time
during the aggressive transient. Note also that there are more
and
due to that
pumping losses at
the EGR-valve and the VGT position are more closed. Consequently, in dynamic conditions trade-offs are made between
torque deficiency and pumping loss. However, it is important to
note that the pumping loss is still minimized in stationary points
by the proposed control structure in both cases in Fig. 5 compared to the other control structure in Section V-C that gives
higher pumping losses.
All the tradeoffs between different performance variables described in this section are also valid for the complete cycle. This
is illustrated by simulating the complete ETC cycle [20].
VIII. ENGINE TEST CELL EXPERIMENTS

A. Balancing Control Objectives
,
, and
in the cost function
The weighting factors
(30) are tuning parameters. When tuning these, tradeoffs are
made between torque deficiency, EGR error, pumping losses,
and turbo over-speed.
and
is
A tuning strategy for the relation between
to increase
when a controller tuner wants to decrease the
when a controller tuner
torque deficiency and increase
wants to decrease the EGR error and the pumping losses. It
is constant in order to
is important that the sum
avoid influence of the third and fourth term in the cost function
when tuning the first and the second term. In the following
. A tuning strategy for avoiding turbo
section,
until the fifth term becomes
over-speeding is to increase
equal to zero.
Illustration of Performance Tradeoffs: The tradeoffs between
torque deficiency, EGR error, and pumping losses are illustrated
in Fig. 5, where the control system is simulated on an aggressive
transient from the ETC cycle with two sets of weighting factors.
and
and the second set is
The first set is
and
. The latter set of weighting factors
punishes the torque deficiency more than the first one. Fig. 5
also shows the control modes for the EGR valve
if
if

active
active

if
if
if

active
active.

(31)

and the VGT position
(32)

The setting
and
gives less torque
deficiency but more EGR error and more pumping losses comand
, which is seen in Fig. 5 in
pared to

The control structure proposed in Section V (depicted in
Fig. 4) is applied and validated in an engine test cell on the
complete ETC cycle. The goal is to experimentally verify that
the control structure achieves the control objectives stated in
Section II-B and to compare it to the current production control
system.
An available production observer, similar to the one in [11], is
. Once
is
used to estimate the oxygen mass fraction
,
, and
are
estimated, the mass flow into the engine
calculated using (8) and (16). The engine speed
, intake and
and turbocharger speed
exhaust manifold pressure
are measured with production sensors. The set points for
and
are given as functions of the operating point and
have been provided by industry and are the same for all controllers. The injection timing control has been provided by industry. The PID parameters are initially tuned using the method
and
, and are then
in Section VI with
manually fine tuned in the engine test cell experiments. The
motive for choosing these weighting factors is that they represent a worst case scenario concerning the EGR-error and the
pumping work. This worst case scenario is used in the experiments in order to show that the proposed control system reduces the pumping work compared to the current production
control system for all reasonable sets of weighting factors. This
can be understood as follows. According to Fig. 5, the selected
and
give low torque
weighting factors
deficiency, high pumping work, and high EGR-errors and conemissions that perhaps do not fulfill the legissequently
lated emission limits. The pumping work becomes higher when
, however this leads to even higher EGR-erincreasing
emissions which is undesirable.
rors and increases the
and
are considered to be a
Therefore,
worst case scenario concerning the EGR-error and the pumping
work.
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the controller closes both the EGR-throttle and the VGT-position at 253 s and the controller closes the EGR-throttle at
as fast as possible. Control ob263 s in order to increase
jective 2 is achieved since
is always larger than or equal
. Note that the smoke limiter is
to the minimum limit
. Control objective 3 is achieved
active when
follows its set-point
except when
since
at 253.5 s and when
decreases rapidly at 259 s.
, so therefore the
At these points it is important to increase
EGR-throttle is closed which results in an EGR-error. Control
follows its set-point
exobjective 4 is achieved since
cept when the smoke limiter is active at 253.5 s. Control objective 5 is achieved since the turbocharger speed is always smaller
. Finally, control objective 6 is
than its maximum value
achieved since the EGR-throttle is opened as much as possible
, yielding minimized pumping loss. This
when
can been seen at 250, 258.5, and 265 s where the EGR-throttle
is fully open while the VGT controls the EGR-fraction. Quantitatively, following the calculation in Section V-D, the pumping
losses are calculated to be reduced at least 50%. The oscillaare due to measurement noise and that the outtions in
and
have approximately the
puts from
same values at these points. These oscillations are not harmful,
since the PID controllers are implemented in incremental form
yielding bump-less transfer.
Consequently, the proposed control structure achieves all
the control objectives in Section II-B. Further, the experiment
shows that the control structure has good control performance
with fast control of the performance variables and systematic
handling of tradeoffs.
B. Comparison to the Current Production Control System

Fig. 6. Validation of the proposed control structure in an engine test cell on an
aggressive transient from the ETC cycle. Note that this transient was not used
in the automatic tuning process in Section VI. The proposed control structure
achieves all the control objectives stated in Section II-B. The signal
is
equal to one for this transient.

mode

A. Investigation of the Control Objectives
The validation of the control structure on the complete
ETC cycle shows that it achieves the control objectives in
Section II-B. This is illustrated by showing an aggressive
transient from the ETC cycle in Fig. 6. Note that this transient
was not used in the automatic tuning process in Section VI. The
fulfillment is assessed in the following way.
is larger than the
Control objective 1 is achieved since
except when the torque increases rapidly at 253
set-point
has a small undershoot at 263 s. To handle this,
s and when

The proposed control structure is compared to a current production system on the complete ETC cycle by
-error
,
comparing
-error
, and pumping losses
where is the time at
sample number . The comparison in Table I shows that the two
controllers have approximately the same control performance
and
and that the
in the main performance variables
production controller has 26% higher pumping losses yielding
1.4% higher fuel consumption, that is significant for a truck enand
between the controllers
gine. The differences in
are only due to that the tuning of the controllers have different
-error and
-error. The tuning of the
tradeoffs between
proposed controller is selected to be a worst case scenario
concerning the EGR-error and the pumping work according
to Section VIII. Since the production controller gives more
pumping losses for this worst case scenario, it will have at least
26% higher pumping losses for all reasonable sets of weighting
factors in the tuning of the proposed controller.
IX. CONCLUSION
A control structure with PID controllers and selectors has
been proposed and investigated for coordinated control of
and intake manifold EGR-fraction
.
oxygen/fuel ratio
These were chosen both as performance and feedback variables
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TABLE I
MEASURES E , E
, AND PMEP FOR TWO DIFFERENT CONTROLLERS
OVER THE ETC CYCLE, SHOWING THAT THE PRODUCTION CONTROLLER HAS
26% HIGHER PUMPING LOSSES. THE MEASURES ARE NORMALIZED WITH
RESPECT TO THE PROPOSED CONTROLLER

since they give information about when it is allowed to minimize the pumping work. This pumping work minimization is
a novel and simple strategy and compared to another control
structure which closes the EGR-valve and the VGT more, the
pumping work is substantially reduced. Further, the chosen
variables are strongly coupled to the emissions and therefore
they give advantages in an industrial perspective where the
inner loop is combined with an outer loop in an engine management system in a way suited for efficient calibration.
is controlled by the EGRBased on a system analysis,
by the VGT-position, mainly to handle the sign
valve and
reversal from VGT to . Besides controlling the two main perand
, the control structure also sucformance variables,
cessfully handles torque control, including torque limitation due
to smoke control, and supervisory control of turbo charger speed
for avoiding over-speeding. Further, the systematic analysis of
the control problem in Section IV was used to map the control
objectives to the controller structure, and this conceptual coupling to objectives gives the foundation for systematic tuning,
be it manual or automatic. This was utilized to develop an automatic controller tuning method. The objectives to minimize
are handled
pumping work and ensure the minimum limit of
by the structure, while the other control objectives are captured
in a cost function, and the tuning is formulated as a nonlinear
least squares problem.
Different performance tradeoffs are necessary and they were
illustrated on the ETC. The proposed controller is validated in
an engine test cell, where it is experimentally demonstrated that
the controller achieves all control objectives and that the current
production controller has at least 26% higher pumping losses
compared to the proposed controller.
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